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FAST-RESPONSE COMPUTER TYPESETTING 
FOR INFORMATION CENTERS 

John H. Wilson, Jr. 

Technical Information Division 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

UCRL-19380 

An information center's data can be rapidly typeset by 

computerized techniques using a system being developed at the 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley. Typesetting can be 

done on the Linofilm or other commercially available photocomposi-

tion equipment. "In-house photocomposition" has also been done using 

computer graphic equipment. Initial tests consisted of two indexes 

phototypeset on the Linofilm and one index prepared in-house by 

photographing the display from a cathode -ray tube used with the 

Laboratory's CDC -6600 computer. Phototypesetting is approached 

as a type of computer graphics with merging of text and illustrations 

as our goal. 
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COMPUTER TYPESETTING FOR DATA CENTERS 

Information centers large and small spend plenty of effort and 

worry on indexing, computer programming, studies of recall and 

relevance. Consequently, they often neglect what is, after all, the 

reason they've in business- -getting the center's product into the users' 

hands as rapidly as possible and in the most usable form. Ideally, 

information centers should be able to capture all their data, or selections 

from it, at any time, in the desired format, in legible and reproducible 

form, and get it distributed quickly to their customers. When the data 

has to be typeset by linotype or monotype, or laboriously typed on the 

IBM Executive, the illustrations drawn, and the normal publishing 

procedures followed, then months- -if not a year or two- ..:are required 

from the time the last entry is made in the data till the day the publication 

comes into the hands of the people who want it. Or if computer printout 

is the outpu't, it is often illegible or can't supply the symbols or equations 

that the technical subject matter requires, so a sophisticated format is 

out of the question {Figure 1). Fortunately, computer typesetting-

phototypesetting- -is now commercially available in most areas in the 

United States. 

All you have to do, according to the salesmen of phototypesetting 

services, is give them your tapes updated today and next morning they'll 

return to you camera-ready copy. It's not that straightforward yet, but 

one day soon you may be able to get--from your computer at any time 

you need it- -camera-ready reproduction copy for all of your data base 

or any section from it. Or you may be able to use hardcopy blowback 

of film from a cathode-ray-tube (CRT) display as your reproduction copy. 
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We are working toward such a system for a comprehensive compi--

1 2 lation, the Table of Isotopes, ' data for which is gathered here at the 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley (see Figure 2). As early 

tests of the system, we sent indexes out to be photocomposed on the 

Linofilm phototypesetter. We have also used an "in-house photocom-

position" technique which might be used by groups having a camera rigged 

to photograph displays on a cathode -ray tube (see Figure 3). 

INPUT 

For inputting we used a specially designed prototype keypunch 

unit built from an IBM 526 keypunch, and driving the punch via a relay-

box interface. The keyboard device punches two columns per character 

in a special format (see Figure 4) which is then read into the CDC -6600 

computer with a table -lookup program. The expanded character keyboard 

(see Figure 5 ), has a layout similar to a typewriter: it contains complete 

upper- and lower -case English and Greek alphabets, Arabic and Roman 

numbers, standard FORTRAN, numeric and nuclear symbols. Font 

keys select from eight fonts (e. g., modern, boldface, italic, sans serif, 

etc.). Subscript and superscript characters are selected with keys or 

foot pedals. Extra key positions provide room for additional characters. 

This keyboard permits the direct copying of material containing charac-

ters used in the Laboratory's research work. Thus it eliminates the I 

·I 
I 

I 
need to represent such characters by weird coding combinations, which 

would surely result in a great many punching errors. And proofreading 

the coded printout is a nightmare. 
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PHOTOSETTING KWOC INDEXES ON LINOFILM 

Keyword indexes, in or out of context (KWIC or KWOC), are a 

dime a dozen. Peddlers of photocomposition services call at least once 

a week to as sure me they can set- -overnight and at practically nothing 

a page- -anything I care to hand them. So it shouldn 1t be any trick to 

get a KWOC index phototypeset. It can be done. But there's a little 

more to it than handing the representative of the photocomposition services 

the copymarked table of contents and getting back the "ready-to-roll'' 

reproduction copy next morning. Most current commercial systems 

have a very limited capability for handling technical text. 

Because titles are comparatively simple as technical text goes, 

the permuted index of key words from the titles, plus authors, which 

·we set on the Linofilm was a limited test of the photocomposition of 

technical text. It required only subscripts and superscripts, Greek and 

special symbols. No complex spacing problems were dealt with, such 

as seven-level mathematical equations, or structural chemical formulas. 

Several programs- -the ARDIE system- -were needed to go from 

input on the expanded keyboard to Linofilm phototypeset camera-ready 

copy. The ARDIE system is a series of programs, called in varying 

sequences by various control card decks (editor, index, photo and 

others). ARDIE allows nonprogrammers to obtain from various output 

devices (photocomposer, CRT film, plotter, and computer printer) 

multifont upper and lower case texts. Punching can be done on the 

keypunch built to use the expanded-keyboard or on a regular keypunch. 

A user who is not a programmer can obtain his results (such as 
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publication indexes, author title searches, archival listings, etc.) 

independently and easily through use of data card options which manip-

ulate the programs. 

Programs 

BLINK 

QWERT 

KWIC 

TYPS 

LINUS 

CHECK 

SPLIT 

What They Do 

Reads data; double or single column 

Decodes format 

Indexes and formats for output (also searches) 

Translates two -column characters (12 -bit) 
to photocomposition characters 

Photocomposer simulator on CRT (or Cal 
Comp) used for proofing "in-house photo
composition" 

Checks TYPS output 

Splits data in minireels containing length of . 
tape that will drive Linofilm for one hour. 

d . f'l 3, 4, 5 f . We use the L1no 1 m phototypesetter or our first two 

ventures into computer type setting because there was an installation 

nearby whose managers were cooperative and as eager to learn from 

us as we were to see what could be done. And Linofilm was a proven, 

commercially established system. 

Linofilm is not to be confused with its big brothers, the Linotron 

1010 which was designed, built, and installed for the Government 

Printing Office in Washington, nor the Linotron 505 now at several sites 

in this country and abroad. There are two basic components to the 

Linofilm hardware- -a keyboard unit and a photo unit. Character selec-

tion in the photo unit is by a shutter system from optical master grids 

of 88 characters located in a turret. The output is ·right -reading positive 

• 
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film or paper·. The film cassette takes 4-, 6-, or 8-inch-wide film or 

paper in 50.:.foot rolls. The correct character grid is automatically 

selected from a turret of 18 (or 28) grids and brought into position in 

the optical system. A xenon light source exposes all the characters on 

the grid at the same time. The operating speed is 18-! characters per 

second. 

The Linofilm magnetic tape reader is a conventional computer 

tape drive with a built-in core memory capable of storing a 255 byte· 

record ,(our CDC -6600 tapes were modified to a 240-byte record). 

Three· bytes at a time are read out to reproduce the required 15·-level 

Linofilm codes. It will accept 7-level one-half-inch magnetic tapes 

written in either odd or even parity, 200, 556, or 800 bytes per inch 

density, as produced on any general-purpose computer. Fortunately 

for us the CDC -6600 produces 7 -channel magnetic tape. As many as 

two million Linofilm characters can be stored on a single reel of 2, 400 

feet of magnetic tape. 

The Linofilm system us'es a master typesetting program called 

Auto set to convert a data base to form usable by the phototypesetting 

unit. Our data base was too complex to be handled by the Autoset 

program, so the Mathematics and Computer Division wrote a master 

typesetting program ( TYPS) for the CDC -6600 computer. These initial-

tests were with the Linofilm, but the program could be readily adapted 

to other phototypesetting systems. 

'i· 
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PROOFING 

Although time saved in proofreading is stressed as one of the 

advantages of computerized typesetting, we did not find it so. Proof-

reading was difficult and time consuming. 

For proof copy we had two options: we could have the proofs 

written out on the CalComp (California Computer Co.) plotter or we 

could get hardcopy blowbackfrom the 35-mm film off a CRT display. 

We chose the latter. Characters were generated by using a program 

6 
obtained from Hershey at Dahlgren. Unfortunately, the hardcopy 

reproducer did not always supply quality copy, so that proof copy was 

often difficult to read. 

We had to proofread several times--much as we would have had 

to for linotype material. We got proof off the scope twice at least--

once to proof the cards and then to proof the permuted index- -then a 

"proof" or two from the Linofilm before the final repro. Granting that 

ours was an experimental effort, it is doubtful if proofreading phototypeset 

material is going to be much less than for material set in hot metal: 

computers ahd phototypesetters do make mistakes. If you're lucky, 

they are systematic mistakes and you will be able to catch them easily. 

Because the phototypesetter makes only widely scattered mistakes, the 

proofreading is more demanding than when- -as with a human operator--

you're finding a couple of mistakes per galley. 

"IN -HOUSE PHOTOCOMPOSITION" 

After we had phototypset two indexes on the Linofilm, we did a 

third "phototypeset" index by pasting up hardcopy blowback from a CRT 

.-I 
I 
i 
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display and using it as reproduction copy. Resulting index is shown at 

bottom of Figure 1. It is not Linofilm quality, but for a first-time, 

in-house photocomposition job, it is encouraging. 

Photocomposition can after all, be considered a type of computer 

graphics: the kinds of programs and CRT's and plotting equipment that 

can be used for curves, grids, and three-dimensional geometrical shapes 

can be used for displaying letters, numbers, and special characters. 

They can also be used for merging the text with curves and diagrams into 

the completed page. A continuing concern of ours for phototypesetting 

the Table of Isotopes has been how to combine the isotope decay diagrams 

with the text to compose the pages of the book. We have tried to focus on 

both text and diagrams as types of graphic display. Approaching photo-

typesetting as a set of problems in computer graphics breaks you out of 

being locked onto the limited concept "photocomposition" and gets you 

thinking about solving the real pr·oblems- -those of computer graphics. 

Using the CRT display itself as reproduction copy had a time-

saving practical value: it prevented double proofing. For we found that 

the CRT blowback had limited value as preliminary proofcopy for material 

later phototypeset from the Linofilm: the layout of the CRT display 

l 
differed, and the characters and symbols were not the size nor font that 

we got in the final Linofilm-set reproduction copy. Consequently, the 

first reproduction copy we received back from the Linofilm had to be 

treated as proofcopy. The point is: proof copy must simulate as closely 

as possible the final appearance of the page --otherwise you have to get 

a new proof run whenever .page composition changes. Since our proof 
' . 

device couldn't simulate the page we wanted, we probably should have 
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changed our page requirements to match the proof device. We could have 

set narrow columns on Linofilm, which could have been simulated almost 

exactly on CRT. 

We have not yet decided the mode of producing the final reproduction 

copy and its antecedent proofcopy for the next edition of the Table of 

Isotopes. Input will be on the LRL/Berkeley expanded keyboard attached 

to a Tektronix scope and a PDP-8 computer. From the PDP-8, we will 

probably transmit to the CDC -6600. From the CDC -6600 we 1re not sure 

what the output equipment will be to produce the reproduction copy. At 

the moment, we are looking hard at an inexpensive piece of fascimile 

equipment heretofore used primarily for drawing weather maps! 

DOCUMENTATION 

Documentation and programs are available for those who would 

like to set their data up for Linofilm or in-house photo composition and 

who have a CDC-6600. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Indexes set by three different techniques. 
Top sample: IBM 1403 Printer. 
Middle two samples: Linofilm phototypesetter. 
Bottom sample: "In-house photocomposed" index prepared by 
photographing cathode -ray-tube (CRT) display. Keywords 
page numbers filled in because of imperfect registry when the 
characters were rescanned on the CRT. 

Fig. 2. Generalized flow chart for Table of Isotopes data system. 

Fig. 3. Flow chart for phototypesetting of indexes. Phototypesetting 
was done commercially and also by "in-house photoco1nposition" 
using reproduction copy obtained by blowing back 35 -mm film 
from a cathode -ray -tube display. 

Fig. 4. Two -column character input card used with Table of Isotopes 
system. One portion of the column indicates font {roman, greek, 
italic) and the other codes the character. 

Fig. 5. Above: Linofilm keyboard( charu.cters differ for each of the 
18 or 28 grids which Linofilm phototypesetters use). 
Below:. Expanded keyboard designed and built for the Table of 
Isotopes input (note 31 blank keys v.hich can be assigned characters). 

; 
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Linofilm Keyboard (from Phillips, Computer Peripherals and Typesetting). 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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